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RELATIVE DING STABILITY OF TORIC FANO MANIFOLDS IN LOW
DIMENSIONS
YASUFUMI NITTA, SHUNSUKE SAITO, AND NAOTO YOTSUTANI
Abstract. The purpose of this study is to clarify all of the uniformly relatively Ding stable
toric Fano threefolds and fourfolds as well as unstable ones. In the table we give the list of
uniform relative Ding stabilities of all toric Fano manifolds in dimension up to 4 with the
values of the Mabuchi constants.
1. INTRODUCTION
In [13], Mabuchi generalized the notion of Ka¨hler-Einstein metrics to Fano manifolds
with non-vanishing Futaki invariant as follows: let X be an n-dimensional Fano manifold
defined over C and fix a maximal algebraic torus T of the identity component of the group
of automorphisms ofX . Let S := Hom(Gm, T )⊗Z S1 be the maximal compact torus of T
and H(X)S the space of all S-invariant Ka¨hler forms representing c1(X). A Ka¨hler form
ω ∈ H(X)S is aMabuchi’s Ka¨hler-Einstein metric (orMabuchi soliton in the literature) if
the real gradient vector field
gradω(1− eFω)
with respect to ω is real holomorphic, where Fω is the Ricci potential of ω, that is,
Ric(ω)− ω =
√−1
2π
∂∂Fω,
∫
X
(1− eFω) ω
n
n!
= 0.
Mabuchi also introduced the constant
MX := max
X
prα(1− eFα)(1.1)
for each α ∈ H(X)S . Here prα : C∞(X,R)S → s0(X,α) is the L2-orthogonal projection
with respect to α onto the subspace consisting of all functions φ ∈ C∞(X,R)S such that
gradα φ is real holomorphic and
∫
X
φαn/n! = 0. He showed that this is independent of
the choice of α and the existence of Mabuchi’s Ka¨hler-Einstein metrics impliesMX < 1.
Hence MX is an invariant of X which plays a similar role as the Futaki invariants for
ordinary Ka¨hler-Einstein metrics. We would like to call this constant theMabuchi constant
of X .
Recently these metrics were rediscovered by Yao [19] in the story of Donaldson’s infinite
dimensional moment map picture [9]. He showed that a Mabuchi’s Ka¨hler-Einstein metric
is a critical point of the functional
H(X)S ∋ α 7→
∫
X
(1− eFα)2 α
n
n!
∈ R,
which can be interpreted as the norm square of Donaldson’s new moment map. Moreover,
Yao established the equivalence of the existence of Mabuchi’s Ka¨hler-Einstein metrics,
MX < 1, and uniform relative Ding polystability for toric Fano manifolds (or more gener-
ally toric Fano orbifolds).
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The notion of uniform relative Ding polystability for toric Fano manifolds was intro-
duced by Yao [19] as a generalization of Ding polystability ([5] and [10]) and uniform
Ding stability ([4] and [6]). This requires the existence of a constant δ > 0 such that
DNAV (X ,L) := DNA(X ,L)− 〈V, (X ,L)〉 ≥ δJNAT (X ,L)
holds for any toric test configuration (X ,L) of (X,−KX) , whereDNA and JNAT denote the
non-Archimedean Ding functional (introduced in [5] and [10]) and the non-Archimedean
reduced J-functional with respect to the maximal algebraic torus T = Gnm (introduced in
[11]) respectively, V := gradα prα(1− eFα) the extremal Ka¨hler vector field of (X,−KX)
with respect to T , and 〈·, ·〉 the bilinear pairing for Gm-actions introduced by Sze´kelyhidi
[17]. Later, this condition for (not necessarily toric) Fano manifolds was studied by [12]
and [20].
In this study, we focus on uniform relative Ding polystability of toric Fano manifolds.
More precisely, we completely determine which toric Fano manifolds in dimension 3 or 4
are uniformly relatively Ding polystable or relatively Ding unstable by directly computing
the Mabuchi constants with the aid of the classification lists [1], [18], [2], and [16].
Theorem 1.1. (1) In dimension 3, 12 toric Fano manifolds out of 18 are uniformly
relatively Ding polystable and the rest are relatively Ding unstable.
(2) In dimension 4, 49 toric Fano manifolds out of 124 are uniformly relatively Ding
polystable and the rest are relatively Ding unstable.
Note that the uniform relative Ding polystability of all Gorenstein toric del Pezzo sur-
faces was proved by [19] (see also Table 1 below for smooth surfaces). We simultaneously
complete the classification of toric Fano threefolds and fourfolds admitting Mabuchi’s
Ka¨hler-Einstein metrics by Yao’s result. These offer concrete examples of Mabuchi’s
Ka¨hler-Einstein Fano manifolds.
Corollary 1.2. (1) In dimension 3, 12 toric Fano manifolds admit Mabuchi’s Ka¨hler-
Einstien metrics and the others do not.
(2) In dimension 4, 49 toric Fano manifolds admit Mabuchi’s Ka¨hler-Einstien metrics
and the others do not.
Our computation also reveals the following corollary. For the latter statement, see Propo-
sition 2.2 below.
Corollary 1.3. Up to dimension 4, there are no toric Fano manifolds satisfying MX = 1
and hence relative Ding polystability is equivalent to uniformly relatively Ding polystabil-
ity.
Finally, in [19, Example 16], Yao presented examples of singular toric del Pezzo surfaces
with MX = 1. However, we do not know such examples of Fano manifolds. We naively
believe that there are no Fano manifolds with theMabuchi constant being precisely 1. If this
is the case, uniform relative Ding polystability is equivalent to relative Ding polystability
in general.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Polarized toric varieties. We first recall the construction of polarized toric varieties,
as it can be found in [7]. Let P ⊂ Rn be an n-dimensional integral convex polytope. Define
C(P ) := {(x, r) ∈ Rn × R | r > 0, r−1x ∈ P} ∪ {0}
to be the cone over P × {1} with the vertex at the origin. Then the semigroup SP :=
C(P ) ∩ Zn+1 is finitely generated by Gordan’s lemma. Let C[SP ] denote its semigroup
algebra. The character corresponding to (m, k) ∈ SP is χmtk and C[SP ] is graded by
height, i.e., deg(χmtk) = k. Consequently, we obtain the graded C-algebra
C[SP ] =
⊕
k∈Z
Rk, Rk := {f ∈ C[SP ] | deg f = k}
from the polytope P . We define the polarized toric variety (XP , LP ) by
(XP , LP ) := (ProjC[SP ],OXP (1)).
Recall that XP is a smooth projective variety if P is Delzant. Observe that the semigroup
SP is generated by (P ∩ Zn) × {1} in the above construction. This implies that the line
bundle LP = OXP (1) is very ample.
2.2. Fano polytopes. Let P ⊂ Rn be an n-dimensional integral Delzant polytope contain-
ing the origin in its interior. The dual polytope P ∨ of P is defined by
P ∨ = {y ∈ Rn | 〈x, y〉 ≥ −1 for all x ∈ P},
which is an n-dimensional rational polytope containing the origin in its interior. P is said
to be reflexive if P ∨ is again an integral polytope. We call P a Fano polytope if it is a
reflexive Delzant polytope. For example, the standard n-simplex ∆n is a Fano polytope.
It is well known that there is a bijective correspondence beween isomorphism classes of
Fano polytopes and isomorphism classes of toric Fano manifolds with the anticanonical
polarization.
We will use the notation of the Batyrev classification (3-dimensional case) [1] and the
Batyrev-Sato classification (4-dimensional case) of Fano polytopes ([2] and [16]).
2.3. Relative Ding stabilities. We recall the notion of uniform relative Ding polystability
of toric Fano manifolds. Suppose that P is an n-dimensional Fano polytope in Rn.
Let us define the rational affine function θ : Rn → R by the (n+ 1)-equations:∫
P
θ(x) dx = 0,
∫
P
xiθ(x) dx =
∫
P
xi dx (i = 1, . . . , n).(2.1)
We will call θ the extremal affine function of P . This is an incarnation of a Hamiltonian
function of the extremal Ka¨hler vector field of (XP ,−KXP )with respect to the maximal al-
gebraic torus T = Gnm. As mentioned in [19], the constantMP := maxP θ is the polytopal
expression of the Mabuchi constant of XP defined by (1.1).
A function f : P → R is called rational piecewise affine convex or rational PL convex if
f is a convex function of the form
f(x) = max{ℓ1(x), . . . , ℓm(x)}
with each ℓk an affine function having rational coefficients. Moreover, f is said to be
normalized if it satisfies
min
P
f = f(0) = 0.
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Note that each rational PL convex function can be assumed to be normalized after adding
some rational affine function.
The importance of such functions comes from the fact that each rational PL convex
function f corresponds to a toric test configuration of (XP ,−KXP ). Indeed, once we fix
a rational number R with R > maxP f , we get an (n + 1)-dimensional rational convex
polytope
P := {(x, y) ∈ Rn × R | x ∈ P, 0 ≤ y ≤ R− f(x)}
and some multiple of this gives an (n + 1)-dimensional polarized toric variety (X ,L) as
in Section 2.1. Moreover we can define a Gm-equivariant flat morphism π : X → P1 and
this makes (X ,L) be a test configuration. Test configurations of polarized toric manifolds
arising in this way are called toric. For more details, the reader is referred to [8] or [15].
Hence, the stability of toric Fano manifolds could be defined in terms of ratinal PL convex
functions.
Let f be a rational PL convex function on P . Following [19], we define the relative Ding
invariant of f by
Iθ(f) := −f(0) + 1
vol(P )
∫
P
f(x)(1− θ(x)) dx
=
1
vol(P )
∫
P
(f(x)− f(0))(1− θ(x)) dx.
It is proved in [19, Section 4.2] that this invariant is equal to the quantityDNAV (X ,L) of the
corresponding toric test configuration (X ,L) to f . Observe that the function θ is uniquely
determined by the condition Iθ(ℓ) = 0 for any affine function ℓ. We also define the reduced
J-norm of f , first introduced in [11], by
||f ||J := inf
ℓ
(
1
vol(P )
∫
P
(f(x) + ℓ(x)) dx−min
P
(f + ℓ)
)
,
where ℓ runs over all the (rational) affine functions on P . This is the toric reduction of the
non-Archmedean reduced J-functinal JNAT . It is clear that the reduced J-norm is invariant
under the action f 7→ f + ℓ for affine ℓ. Also ||f ||J = 0 is equivalent to f being affine.
Using these quantities, we can define (uniform) relative Ding polystability, which is the
main topic of the present paper.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a toric Fano manifold and P the corresponding Fano polytope.
(1) X is relatively Ding semistable if Iθ(f) ≥ 0 for any rational PL convex function f on
P .
(2) X is relatively Ding polystable ifX is relatively Ding semistable, and Iθ(f) = 0 if and
only if f is affine.
(3) X is relatively Ding unstable if X is not relatively Ding semistable.
(4) X is uniformly relatively Ding polystable if there exists δ > 0 such that Iθ(f) ≥ δ||f ||J
for any rational PL convex function f on P .
Since the triviality of the reduced J-norm characterizes affine functions, uniform relative
Ding polystability is a priori stronger than relative Ding polystability.
It was proved in [19] that (uniform) relative Ding polystability can be rephrased as the
condition on the Mabuchi constant of the corresponding Fano polytope as follows.
Proposition 2.2 ([19]). Let P be a Fano polytope. Then we have the following:
(a) The following conditions are equivalent.
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(1) XP is uniformly relatively Ding polystable.
(2) There exists δ > 0 such that Iθ(f) ≥ δ
∫
P
f(x) dx for any normalized rational PL
convex function f on P .
(3) maxP θ < 1.
(b) The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) XP is relatively Ding polystable.
(2) XP is relatively Ding semistable.
(3) maxP θ ≤ 1.
(c) The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) XP is relatively Ding unstable.
(2) maxP θ > 1.
Proof. For the sake of completeness, we include a proof.
(a) The equivalence between (1) and (2) is coming from the equivalence of reduced J-
norms andL1-norms on normalized convex functions (see [15]). First we show (2)⇒(3).
Let ℓ := (1− θ)/ vol(P ). Since Iθ(ℓ) = 0, we have
ℓ(0) =
∫
P
ℓ(x)2 dx
and hence ℓ(0) ≥ 0. As a first step, we prove ℓ ≥ 0 on P by contradiction. Assume
{ℓ < 0} is not empty. Then ∫
{ℓ<0}
ℓ(x)2 dx > 0.
On the other hand, for a rational PL convex function ℓ+ := max{0, ℓ}, we get
0 ≤ Iθ(ℓ+) = −ℓ(0) +
∫
{ℓ≥0}
ℓ(x)2 dx = −
∫
{ℓ<0}
ℓ(x)2 dx < 0,
which yields a contradiction. Now assumeminP ℓ = (1−maxP θ)/ vol(P ) = 0. Then
{ℓ < 1/i} is not empty for each i ∈ N. For i ∈ N and x ∈ P , we define
gi(x) := max
{
0,
1
i
− ℓ(x)
}
, fi(x) :=
gi(x)∫
P
gi dx
.
Each fi is a non-negative PL convex function on P . Since ℓ(0) > 0, we have 1/i −
ℓ(0) < 0 for sufficiently large i and hence fi(0) = 0. This implies that fi is normalized.
Furthermore, the rationality of gi shows that of fi. Since {fi > 0} = {ℓ < 1/i}, we
have
δ = δ
∫
P
fi(x) dx ≤ Iθ(fi) =
∫
{fi>0}
fi(x)ℓ(x) dx ≤ 1
i
,
which yields a contradiction. Now we show (3)⇒(2). Pick a normalized rational PL
convex function f . Then a simple computation gives
Iθ(f) =
1
vol(P )
∫
P
f(x)(1− θ(x)) dx ≥ 1−maxP θ
vol(P )
∫
P
f(x) dx.
(b) The proof of (a) shows (1)⇒(2)⇒(3). To prove (3)⇒(1), apply Jensen’s inequality. 
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3. LISTS OF UNIFORM RELATIVE DING STABILITY OF TORIC FANO MANIFOLDS
3.1. How to determine relative Ding stability? As saw in Proposition 2.2, we can check
uniform relative Ding polystability by computing Mabuchi constants. In this subsection,
we illustrate how to conduct the latter.
Let P be an n-dimensional Fano polytope with the extremal affine function θ. Suppose
that θ is written as
θ =
n∑
i=1
aixi + c.
Once we know the vector datum (a1, . . . , an), the first condtion in (2.1) shows
c = − 1
vol(P )
∫
P
n∑
i=1
aixi dx.(3.1)
In [14, Table 1, 2, 3], Nakagawa listed the vector (a1, . . . , an) for all Fano polytopes in
dimension up to 4. Using this result, one can readily find θ and MP from toric data. The
following example shows the way to computeMP .
Example 1. Let D6 be a reflexive polytope in R
4 whose vertices are given by

(−1,−1,−1,−1), (−1,−1,−1, 1), (−1,−1, 0,−1), (−1,−1, 2, 1)
(−1, 1,−1,−1), (−1, 1, 0,−1), (−1, 3,−1, 1), (−1, 3, 2, 1)
(1,−1,−1,−1), (1,−1, 0,−1), (3,−1,−1, 1), (3,−1, 2, 1)

 .
The dual polytopeD∨6 of D6 is
D∨6 = conv
({
(1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1)
(0, 0, 0,−1), (−1,−1, 0, 1), (0, 0,−1, 1)
})
,
and the associated toric Fano fourfold is XD6 = PP1×P2(O ⊕O(1, 1)) (see [2, Section 4]).
For this polytope, [14, Table 3, D-6] tells us that the extremal affine function θ is of the
form
θ(x) =
2790
1973
x4 + c
for some constant c. Since vol(D6) = 62/3 and
∫
D6
x4 dx = 36/5, we find by (3.1)
c = −972/1973. Thus we obtain
θ(x) =
1
1973
(2790x4 − 972).
For a vertex p = (3,−1, 2, 1) of D6, one can see that
MD6 = max
D6
θ = θ(p) =
1818
1973
< 1.
This means that XD6 is uniformly relatively Ding polystable.
3.2. Toric del Pezzo surfaces. Although the result of the surfaces case was already ob-
tained in [19, Example 16], we list here for the sake of completeness. In dimension 2, there
are 5 isomorphism classes of Fano polygons and all of them are uniformly relatively Ding
polystable. In Table 1, Si corresponds to a (smooth) del Pezzo surface with degree (9− i),
that is, a smooth projective surface given by the blowing-up of P2 at (9− i)
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TABLE 1. Relative Ding stability of 2-dimensional Fano polytopes
Relative
No. Notation MX
Ding stability
1 ∆2 uniformly polystable 0
2 ∆1 ×∆1 uniformly polystable 0
3 S1 uniformly polystable 5/11
4 S2 uniformly polystable 304/409
5 S3 uniformly polystable 0
3.3. Toric Fano threefolds. In dimesnion 3, in turn, there are 18 isomorphism classes
of Fano polytopes. Among them, we have 6 relatively Ding unstable ones. The remain-
ing 12 relatively Ding polystable ones are actually uniformly relatively Ding polystable as
mentioned in [19, Example 18]. We list all results in Table 2.
TABLE 2. Relative Ding stability of 3-dimensional Fano polytopes
Relative
No. Notation MX
Ding stability
1 ∆3 uniformly polystable 0
2 B1 unstable 380/349
3 B2 uniformly polystable 55/97
4 B3 uniformly polystable 35/43
5 B4 uniformly polystable 0
6 C1 uniformly polystable 60/73
7 C2 unstable 38/33
8 C3 uniformly polystable 0
9 C4 uniformly polystable 5/11
10 C5 uniformly polystable 0
11 D1 unstable 711861/467581
12 D2 unstable 694595/650251
13 E1 unstable 27195/19651
14 E2 unstable 2936215/2735927
15 E3 uniformly polystable 304/409
16 E4 uniformly polystable 185791/394975
17 F1 uniformly polystable 0
18 F2 uniformly polystable 31/67
3.4. Toric Fano fourfolds. Finally we classify uniformly relatively Ding polystable toric
Fano fourfolds as well as unstable ones. The result is that among all toric Fano fourfolds
(124 isomorphism classes), there are 49 types of uniformly relatively Ding polystable ones,
while the remaining 75 types are relatively Ding unstable.
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TABLE 3. Relative Ding stability of 4-dimensional Fano polytopes
Relative
No. Notation MX
Ding stability
1 ∆4 uniformly polystable 0
2 B1 unstable 186633/108133
3 B2 unstable 1827/1577
4 B3 uniformly polystable 62937/101357
5 B4 uniformly polystable 0
6 B5 unstable 81/71
7 C1 unstable 5168/2803
8 C2 unstable 5056/4961
9 C3 uniformly polystable 1876/2921
10 C4 uniformly polystable 0
11 E1 unstable 3117506664/1528096589
12 E2 unstable 1840195984/1038057499
13 E3 unstable 8725985172/6541476757
14 D1 unstable 11387/8057
15 D2 unstable 2344247/1129107
16 D3 unstable 23933079/13920179
17 D4 unstable 10601177/5141177
18 D5 unstable 380/349
19 D6 uniformly polystable 1818/1973
20 D7 unstable 748/523
21 D8 unstable 3165248067/2130145727
22 D9 unstable 1380/1177
23 D10 unstable 18353/11683
24 D11 unstable 1727/1007
25 D12 uniformly polystable 55/97
26 D13 uniformly polystable 0
27 D14 uniformly polystable 35/43
28 D15 uniformly polystable 5/11
29 D16 uniformly polystable 1046933/1061921
30 D17 uniformly polystable 59/134
31 D18 uniformly polystable 3927/5177
32 D19 uniformly polystable 238/1613
33 G1 unstable 29663642268/16641653953
34 G2 unstable 372321328/163900203
35 G3 unstable 2130146436/1907713037
36 G4 unstable 91293727706236/48057952407691
37 G5 unstable 7423814976/5976434111
38 G6 unstable 6431616/4388521
39 H1 unstable 391552/172227
40 H2 unstable 23712381468/12261327193
41 H3 unstable 1551503556/999563887
42 H4 unstable 173016/111181
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Relative
No. Notation MX
Ding stability
43 H5 unstable 9770225016/8410595791
44 H6 unstable 7892183028/6776874793
45 H7 unstable 2510023476/2191715291
46 H8 uniformly polystable 304/409
47 H9 uniformly polystable 3339308412/5523943807
48 H10 uniformly polystable 33344/116609
49 L1 unstable 1827/1577
50 L2 unstable 4491311/2637399
51 L3 unstable 29551791/20356871
52 L4 unstable 12523717673/6291985913
53 L5 uniformly polystable 60/73
54 L6 unstable 38/33
55 L7 uniformly polystable 10/11
56 L8 uniformly polystable 0
57 L9 uniformly polystable 5/11
58 L10 uniformly polystable 11999/15439
59 L11 uniformly polystable 0
60 L12 uniformly polystable 98007/118907
61 L13 uniformly polystable 93/203
62 I1 unstable 708660642/298795537
63 I2 unstable 3024970758/1752843533
64 I3 unstable 1265748565401/557417025511
65 I4 unstable 94549671/42931741
66 I5 unstable 11713596999245802/6984760752795427
67 I6 unstable 448243263/230998253
68 I7 unstable 711861/467581
69 I8 unstable 3126600189529/1577014856729
70 I9 unstable 51542252/31553027
71 I10 unstable 1376202783/1008086248
72 I11 unstable 13278385/7524593
73 I12 uniformly polystable 3762595665/10127095471
74 I13 unstable 694595/650251
75 I14 uniformly polystable 211431316083/218756440813
76 I15 unstable 949610187/739116617
77 M1 unstable 4575996/2853121
78 M2 unstable 9794436236/4944865931
79 M3 unstable 25645181180008/16440690503203
80 M4 unstable 19189680326248/13060549547443
81 M5 unstable 12265145105056/5748810067571
82 J1 unstable 326672481/271746296
83 J2 uniformly polystable 141120/450983
84 Q1 unstable 510608/266403
85 Q2 unstable 518137667/237174992
86 Q3 unstable 90760711/67077371
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Relative
No. Notation MX
Ding stability
87 Q4 unstable 121849781/73313456
88 Q5 unstable 977249482633/573603226348
89 Q6 unstable 27195/19651
90 Q7 unstable 138419/99094
91 Q8 unstable 2936215/2735927
92 Q9 uniformly polystable 173974704/197727059
93 Q10 unstable 5389/4499
94 Q11 uniformly polystable 304/409
95 Q12 unstable 203968842/196251577
96 Q13 uniformly polystable 31595933/35875483
97 Q14 unstable 3046408136973/2450627729348
98 Q15 uniformly polystable 185791/394975
99 Q16 uniformly polystable 80506889/111477439
100 Q17 uniformly polystable 17172/162187
101 K1 unstable 18300/16571
102 K2 unstable 400/341
103 K3 uniformly polystable 20550/35413
104 K4 uniformly polystable 0
105 R1 unstable 567397500/324135871
106 R2 unstable 2758057258564/2028544442569
107 R3 uniformly polystable 277721596/369479321
108 unstable 182110284/153124261
109 U1 uniformly polystable 2850/3389
110 U2 unstable 1095285/924382
111 U3 uniformly polystable 1275/1424
112 U4 uniformly polystable 5/11
113 U5 uniformly polystable 0
114 U6 uniformly polystable 31/67
115 U7 uniformly polystable 119/258
116 U8 uniformly polystable 0
117 V˜ 4 unstable 737568/395263
118 V 4 uniformly polystable 0
119 S2 × S2 unstable 608/409
120 S2 × S3 uniformly polystable 304/409
121 S3 × S3 uniformly polystable 0
122 Z1 uniformly polystable 1013328/1289443
123 Z2 unstable 3418840588/2592694163
124 W uniformly polystable 0
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